Variation at Spike position 142 in SARS-CoV-2 Delta genomes is a technical artifact caused by dropout of a sequencing amplicon
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Public SARS-CoV-2 genomes from the Delta lineage show complex and confusing patterns of mutations at Spike codon 142, and at another nearby position, Spike codon 95. It has been hypothesised that these represent recurrent mutations with interesting evolutionary dynamics, and that these mutations may affect viral load. Here we show that these patterns, and the relationship with viral load, are artifacts of sequencing difficulties in this region of the Delta genome caused by a deletion in the binding site for the 72_RIGHT primer of the ARTIC V3 schema. Spike G142D should be considered a lineage-defining mutation of Delta.
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Fig. 1. G142D is fixed in Delta, with almost all Delta sequences where the nucleotide at position 21987 is known having an A at this position. In contrast Alpha contains the reference G at this position. 35% of Delta sequences have an N at this position, indicating that the position does not have sequencing coverage.

Introduction

The ARTIC Network amplicon protocol is one of the most widely used approaches to sequence SARS-CoV-2 genomes. It consists of approximately 100 pairs of PCR primers which each amplify a ~340 base-pair section of cDNA from the SARS-CoV-2 genome for subsequent sequencing. Version 3 of the ARTIC schema was designed using the Wuhan-Hu-1 reference sequence (MN908947) and released in March of 2020 (1, 2). Mutations that arise in SARS-CoV-2 in these primer sites might affect how well each section of the genome is amplified, and thus the quality and completeness of the resulting sequence. If such mutations increase in frequency, for example by occurring on widespread lineages, they can cause substantial issues of interpretation when using public sequence datasets.

Here we investigate the effect of a deletion found in the genome of all Delta lineage SARS-CoV-2 that profoundly reduces the amplification of ARTIC V3 amplicon 72. In particular we investigate its effects on calls for Spike mutations G142D and T95I, which have recently been argued to be recurring within the Delta lineage (3) and associated with higher viral load. We show that these observations are actually a direct consequence of amplicon 72 failure, and that G142D is a lineage-defining mutation for Delta.

Results

Except where otherwise specified, the following analyses were performed on a set of COG-UK genomes (4) generated by the Wellcome Sanger Institute (5) from 1 March to 30 June 2021 for which Ct value (the PCR cycle threshold for detecting the virus in the diagnostic test – higher numbers mean less virus in the sample) data were available.

In UK data, all Delta sequences with a known residue at Spike position 142 are G142D

A convenient, human-readable way to represent a SARS-CoV-2 genome is to simply list all positions that differ from the Wuhan reference, either in nucleotide or amino acid coordinates. This summary is available, for example, from GISAID in the metadata.tsv files. When represented this way, just 65% of our set of UK genomes are annotated as having a G at this position. In contrast Alpha contains the reference G at this position. 35% of Delta sequences have an N at this position, indicating that the position does not have sequencing coverage.

In UK data, all Delta sequences with a known residue at Spike position 142 are G142D

To distinguish these possibilities, it is necessary to look at the nucleotides corresponding to position 142 in a multiple-sequence alignment. We have built a simple tool to make converting from amino acid to nucleotide coordinates more straightforward (codon2nucleotide.theo.io).
Table 1. Summary of the true nucleotides at each position discussed in this work in the Wuhan reference, Delta lineage, and AY.4 sublineage, and the amino acid mutations they result in.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genomic position</th>
<th>Reference nucleotide</th>
<th>Delta nucleotide (AA mutation)</th>
<th>AY.4 nucleotide (AA mutation)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21987</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>A (G142D)</td>
<td>A (G142D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21846</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>T (T95I)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

see also Table 1. Spike position 142 is encoded by a codon at nucleotide positions 21986-8. In the case of Delta, the relevant nucleotide mutation is a mutation at position 21987 from G in the reference sequence to A in Delta, which creates the Spike G142D substitution. Plotting the distribution of residues in our dataset shows that 65% of Delta sequences indeed have an A at the 21987 position – however nearly all of the remaining 35% of sequences do not have the G seen in the reference (and 100% of Alpha sequences), but instead have an N indicating that the nucleotide at this position is unknown (Fig. 1).

**Missing data at Spike position 142 results from reduced coverage of ARTIC V3 amplicon 72, caused by a deletion in the binding region for its right-hand primer**

To better understand how sequencing coverage of amplicon 72 affects these mutations, we examined the depth of coverage in this area for 4 sets of 10 representative genomes (Fig. 2). The top panel shows coverage of Delta sequences with position 21987 A (red) and N (grey). All these sequences show a >50-fold drop in coverage for amplicon 72, compared to 71 and 73, and for about 1/3 of sequences the coverage is so low that no consensus sequence is called, resulting in the N at this position. This phenomenon is caused by a Delta-lineage defining deletion at positions 22029–22034, which is in the binding site for the right hand primer for amplicon 72 (found at coordinates 21904–21933, Fig. 3). The deletion removes the region to which the 5’ end of the primer would bind, reducing the binding site by five nucleotides, and $T_m$ from 66 °C to 60 °C. The deletion itself is covered by amplicon 73, so it is not affected by the amplicon 72 drop-out, and is called consistently in Delta viruses.

**Remaining apparent reversions in UK data result mostly from mixed infections or contamination**

Almost all sequences (>99.9%) in our dataset had an A or N at position 21987. Nevertheless, in this dataset there were 31 sequences typed as Delta (6) which had G at position 21987, and would thus be candidate "revertants", where a second mutation, back to the reference allele, occurred at that posi-

---

**Fig. 2.** Local sequencing coverage (note log Y axis) near amplicon 72. Lines along the top show amplicons 71, 72 (blue) and 73, as well as parts of amplicons 70 and 74. Dashed portions are primers (so ought not to be present in the final sequence). In the top panel, the red line is average coverage for 10 random B.1.617.2 sequences with D at Spike position 142; grey line average coverage for 10 random B.1.617.2 sequences with N (missing data) at that position. Bumps in coverage are caused by overlap of adjacent amplicons and overlap of paired-end illumina sequence reads in the middle of each amplicon. The B.1.617.2 lineage defining deletion at 22029–22034 causes the zero coverage dip in the right-hand primer for amplicon 72. In the bottom panel, Alpha genomes (blue-dashed) have good coverage throughout, and show dips at two characteristic deletions. The blue-solid line shows coverage for the small number of sequences typed as Delta with G at Spike 142, which appear to be mixtures of Delta and Alpha.
We examined these in more detail. A possible explanation for this would be if the sample contained a mixture of lineages, either in the patient during a mixed infection, or from laboratory contamination. If the other lineage is present at a level too low to affect the majority of the genome but amplifies successfully for amplicon 72, then the resultant genome would appear as a mosaic, with Delta sequence everywhere apart from at amplicon 72, which would be the other lineage. Given the time period of the study the most likely candidate would be B.1.1.7 (Alpha), which has a 6 base-pair deletion at position 21764 within amplicon 72, resulting in H69/70del. We looked to see whether we could see this deletion (“.”) in the apparent revertant sequences (those with G at 21987). In the majority of cases we could (Fig. 4), suggesting that this explanation explains most of the apparent revertants in our dataset. The bottom panel of Fig. 2 shows concurrent Alpha sequences (dashed blue) have even coverage throughout this region, as well as the H69/70 deletion (and another at spike amino acid 144). The bottom solid blue line shows Delta sequences with a G at 21987, which show both intermediate coverage and mixed evidence for all three deletions (two from Alpha, one from Delta).

### Apparent revertants in global sequencing data result mostly from untrimmed primer sequences

In a global dataset available on GISAID (7), 16% of Delta sequences have a G at position 21987, which is a far higher rate than the tiny number of apparent Alpha contaminants in the UK data described above. Indeed, testing for the presence of H69/70del suggests only a small proportion of these can be explained by contamination or mixed infections with B.1.1.7. Residue 21987 lies within the 73_LEFT primer (21961–90) used for amplifying the amplicon immediately following amplicon 72. According to protocols, these primer sequences should be trimmed from sequencing reads prior to downstream analysis, but if this is not performed correctly, it could lead to miscalling position 21987, since the 73_LEFT primer contains the reference sequence for this region, with a G at position 21987, and because the reduced coverage of amplicon 72 would leave fewer actual viral reads to compete with those derived from the primer. To investigate this effect we took a random sample of GISAID genomes for which the following conditions were satisfied:

- The genome is classified as Delta
- The genome has G at position 21987
- The mapped reads that led to the consensus sequence are deposited in the Sequence Read Archive (8).

We sampled 7 such genomes, all of which were from the USA (in part because many countries do not submit to the SRA). We downloaded the raw reads that had created these genomes and examined them to look for what evidence there was for the base at position 21987 (Fig. 5).

In all cases there were a substantial number of reads with an A at position 21987. Plotting reads according their starting point in the genome, to simulate the effect of primer clipping, suggested that in all the cases examined clipped reads provided reasonable evidence for the possibility of A at position 21987, with 3 cases where A was the significant majority residue in clipped reads.

There are further possible explanations for mis-calls at this site. It has been reported that some bioinformatic pipelines (inappropriately) fill in areas without coverage with reference

---

**Fig. 4.** Relationship of the residue at 21987 in Delta lineage samples (representing Spike 142) with the residue at 21767 representing Spike 79/70del for the set of UK samples. Most of the small number of revertants with G at position 21987 also have a gap at 21767, corresponding to the Spike 79/70 deletion found in B.1.1.7. This suggests that these sequences represent contamination from B.1.1.7 (either as a mixed infection or in the laboratory) that is specific to amplicon 72 because of the reduced efficiency of this amplicon in Delta samples.

---

**Fig. 3.** 72_RIGHT primer of the ARTIC V3 scheme shown against the SARS-CoV-2 reference genome, with the lineage defining deletion at 22029–22034 in Delta highlighted.
Fig. 5. G residues at position 21987 in Delta result in large part from reads which appear to have come from the 73_LEFT primer. This plot shows 7 samples randomly selected from the SRA with a G at position 21987 of the consensus sequence. In all cases there is substantial evidence for A at this position. Specifically, reads which must have come from amplicon 72 (indicated as $< 21960$) show substantial evidence for A, whereas reads likely to have come from the 73_LEFT primer sequence (indicated as $> 21960$) are overwhelmingly G. (Panel A features some jitter to reduce overplotting.)
sequence, which might also explain Delta sequences with a G at 21987 for some countries. In addition many protocols have a positive control well containing synthetic SARS-CoV-2 reference sequence. Contamination with this sequence could result in low levels of reference sequence that is able to replace the missing sequence from the absent amplicon.

**T95I is subject to the same dropout effect, but is also genuinely limited to certain Delta sublineages**

We will briefly discuss T95I, which was suggested to exhibit similar dynamics to G142D (3). T95I corresponds to a mutation at nucleotide 21846 from C to T. This position is also found within amplicon 72 and so is expected to exhibit similar artifacts to those described above. T95I differs from G142D in that this mutation is not fixed within Delta. Rather there is genuine underlying biological variation of genotypes, over which the technical effects described above are layered. This can be seen in Fig. 6, which shows that T95I is fixed in the AY.4 sublineage of Delta, but absent from any of the other designated sublineages. As anticipated, a substantial amount of sequences from all Delta sublineages have N at this position, reflecting the reduced efficiency of amplification at amplicon 72. As previously, this technical effect can explain the relationship between detection of T95I and higher viral loads reported in Shen et al. (3).

![Fig. 6. Distribution of nucleotides at 21846 (nucleotide T encodes T95I) for different sublineages within Delta. T95I is fixed in AY.4, but absent from other currently designated Delta sublineages.](image1)

**An increased likelihood of correctly calling position 142 for high viral load samples creates a spurious correlation between $C_t$ values and genotype**

These observations provide a clear hypothesis that could explain the observation of a correlation between viral load and the presence of the G142D mutation reported in Shen et al. (3). For samples with low viral load (high $C_t$ values), one might expect that the reduced amplification efficiency for amplicon 72 would be more likely to lead to an N at position 21987 than for samples with higher viral loads. To formally test this we plotted the residue at 21987 by $C_t$ value, and indeed found that though at average $C_t$ values the residue was able to be called correctly as A, as $C_t$ value approached 30 almost all calls became Ns² (Fig. 7). It is therefore likely that the observed relationship between genotype and $C_t$ value is caused not by the genotype affecting the viral load, but instead the reverse, with the amount of viral material in the sample affecting the ability to detect the genotype.

![Fig. 7. Relationship of $C_t$ value and residue at position 21987 for COG-UK Delta samples until 30 June 2021](image2)

**Discussion**

We have shown the apparent diversity within Delta at Spike 142 and immediately adjacent regions reflects reduced amplification of a sequencing region rather than underlying biology. G142D is fixed in Delta, with essentially all apparent back mutations being artifacts. Similarly, T95I is fixed in AY.4, and any apparent reversions in that clade are artifactual. This suggests there is no current basis to expect a biological causative relationship between the presence of G142D or T95I and viral load.

For most analyses of Delta sequences it is likely to be advantageous to mask out the entire amplicon 72 sequence to avoid being misled by the various technical effects at these sites. In general when analysing consensus sequences processed with unknown pipelines, masking out ARTIC V3 primers is often likely to be desirable – for example D950N is another Delta mutation found within an ARTIC V3 primer site which exhibits spurious apparent reversions in global Delta sequences. Assumptions that the failure to detect a given mutation implies the absence of that mutation are prone to mistakes – it is important to consider the alternative that we lack information about a particular site.

Regular monitoring of amplicon coverage may assist in early

²A trend towards more N calls at extremely low $C_t$ values (high viral loads, $C_t \approx 10$ ) was also seen, which may reflect very large amounts of DNA template titrating out primers, leading to reduced coverage at this amplicon.
Supplementary methods. Our code can be accessed from this work.

The ARTIC Network has released a V4 of the amplicon scheme (9), which resolves these issues (10), and we would encourage researchers to move to it to allow detection across the genome given that almost all sequenced genomes are currently Delta.
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